
INNOVATION
THE  STATE  OF View All CK’s  

12+ Speeches 

 Across 10+Tech

With 25 years of experience 
delivering engaging and       

educational tech keynotes   
and trainings Christina “CK” 
Kerley is renowned for her 
charismatic personality and 

relentless reinvention. 

Her extensive range— a 
catalog of 15+ topics across 
10+ technologies—sets CK 
apart from other speakers

Get Inspired. Get AHEAD. 
Get CK!

https://allthingsCK.com 
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HUMAN+MACHINE

C O L L A B O R A T I O N 

Movies have famously portrayed AIs as either Termin-
ators sent to destroy us, or as Job-Killers out to replace 
us. But in reality, intelligent machines will neither be 
our enemies, nor will they be our competitors: on the 
contrary, they’ll be our greatest collaborators!

In Human+Machine Collaboration CK shows how the 
future will be built upon the successful partnership of 
two extraordinary intelligences— human and machine 
—that will work wonders by working TOGETHER.

And she’ll show you how these “Co-BOTs” (CO-
llaborative Ro-BOTS) will advance us in every way 
imaginable . . .

They’ll automate mundane tasks. Increase our 
productivity. Protect us from danger. Help the disabled 
navigate the world. Prevent wildfires, diseases, and 
pandemics. Delight us with creative inspiration. Provide 
students with on-demand tutors, supply tourists with 
on-demand translators, and furnish patients with on-
demand doctors.

But the single biggest benefit won’t be the aggravations 
that they remove from our work, it will be the elusive 
resource that they return to our lives: more TIME to 
spend on what–and with whom–we value the most. 

So leave the man-vs-machine stories to the movies. 
Bring in CK to teach your audiences how these two 
extraordinary intelligences—human and machine—
will work wonders by working TOGETHER.

The Future Of Partnerships: Human+Machine Collaboration
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See Videos Of CK in Action!
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“CK changes the energy level 

of a room…and it only gets 

better as she speaks!”

“CK’s content, style, passion

and performance 

are bar none!”

“CK’s insights, incredible 

energy and contagious 

passion gives marketers 

the guidance they need.”

“An exceptional speaker, 

I hung on CK’s every word 

as she made complex technical 

concepts accessible to everyone.”

“By the end of CK”s energetic, 

engaging speech, everyone is 

thinking, “How do I make this 

happen in MY business!”

“CK”s passion and humor 

is beyond compare—she 

really takes innovating 

your business to heart!”

“With humor and high 

energy, CK easily transfers 

her passion for innovation 

to her audience!”

“CK never just “brings it”… 

she has a way of bringing it 

BEYOND!”

“CK session was in many 

ways a game-changer for 

our future plans.”

“A rare presenter that 

meets the needs of those 

that are new to tech and 

those with experience.”

“Incredibly 

informative and 

entertaining.”

“A powerhouse 

of knowledge, 

passion and 

engaging 

delivery.”

“An engaging speaker who 

makes everyone feel 

connected, inspired 

and thirsting for more!”

“CK was phenomenal—

incredibly fun, 

knowledgeable, and 

engaging!”

“One of the most-

gifted presenters 

I have ever seen.”

“CK has a gift…

we were all

mesmerized!”
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